Residential Infill Project – Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)
Meeting #6 (Charrette, Part 1) Summary Minutes APPROVED BY SAC
Date: Thursday, January 21, 2016
Time: 9:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (Public Open House 5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.)
Location: 1120 SW 5th Avenue, Portland, 2nd Floor – Room C
SAC Members in Attendance: Linda Bauer, Sarah Cantine, Alan DeLaTorre, Jim Gorter, John
Hasenberg, Marshall Johnson, Emily Kemper, Douglas MacLeod, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Maggie
McGann, Rod Merrick, Rick Michaelson, Mike Mitchoff, Michael Molinaro, Danell Norby,
Douglas Reed, Vic Remmers, Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Eli Spevak, Teresa St. Martin, Barbara
Strunk, David Sweet, Garlynn Woodsong, Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza
SAC Members NOT in Attendance: Young Sun Song, Eric Thompson,
Staff/Consultants in Attendance: Joe Zehnder (BPS), Sandra Wood (BPS), Morgan Tracy (BPS),
Julia Gisler (BPS), Todd Borkowitz (BPS), Kristin Cooper (BDS), Mark Raggett (BPS), Tyler Bump
(BPS), Eden Dabbs (BPS), Marty Stockton (BPS), Lora Lillard (BPS), Mark Asnis (BPS), Pei Wang
(BPS), Kurt Krueger (Transportation), Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues), Mandy Putney
(EnviroIssues), Michael Dyett (Dyett and Bhatia), Peter Winch (Dyett and Bhatia), David Hyman
(Deca Architecture), Shem Harding (Deca Architecture)
Others in Attendance: Thomas Karwaki, Linda Nettekoven, Doug Klotz, Taffy Everts, Terry
Griffiths, Mark Bello, Steve Van Eck, Robin Harman, Jeff Cole, Jack Bookwalter, Ben Bortolazzo,
Martha Johnston, Sam Hartman, Ellie Enon, Shannon Hiller-Web, Nancy Matela, Vicky De Gaa,
Mark McClure, David Schoellhamer, John Sandie, Colin Cortes, Kurt Nordback, Alan Kessler,
Tony Jordan, Terry Parker, Cliff Goldman, Beth Gilden, Gene Dieringer, Margaret Davis, Midge
Pierce
Meeting Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Increase understanding of how other cities address infill development
Increase understanding of public perception and values related to infill issues
Discuss and refine concepts for addressing scale of houses and assemble a range of
potential options for later public review
Continue previous SAC discussion about where and when development on skinny lots
should be allowed

Abbreviations: Q = Question; C = Comment; R = Response (staff/consultants)
Post-Meeting Clarifications or Links

WELCOME AND MEETING INTRODUCTION
Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS) thanked SAC members for their attendance and identified
the meeting objectives (see above). Public comments can be made on public comment forms.
Public Involvement Lead Julia Gisler (BPS) will accept all public comment forms, or they can be
dropped off at the collection box at the welcome table. Public questions and concerns can be
shared at the Public Open House immediately following the charrette. The general public is also
invited to attend and observe all or parts of the charrette, but are asked to respect the
charrette process by not actively engaging SAC members while they’re working at their tables.
Michael Dyett (Dyett and Bhatia) described the charrette purpose, highlighted the day’s
agenda, and discussed key issues and the draft principles for residential infill. The three topics
(scale of houses, narrow and skinny lots and alternative housing options) address challenges to
building (new construction and additions) on older lots and “being a good neighbor” when
doing so. The SAC’s work in this meeting should continually reflect a spectrum of the draft
principles; some will be obvious while others may be more difficult to address.
Michael reiterated the SAC ground rules, and indicated that “Don’t be afraid to sketch” was
added for the day’s charrette.

PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY
Mandy Putney (EnviroIssues) provided results of the public outreach survey on residential infill
in Portland, administered online between December 9, 2015 and January 12, 2016. The survey
aimed to:
•
•
•

Achieve a broad brush of community perspectives on new development in single family
residential neighborhoods.
Understand real and perceived concerns/benefits regarding residential infill issues, gain
an understanding of how these concerns may be prioritized.
Identify key community values to assist in establishing relevant evaluation criteria for
later phases of the project.

During the five week period, 7,257 respondents completed at least one question; 6,746
completed all questions. The project team’s outreach was performed through a press release
and communication to neighborhood associations through www.nextdoor.com and other
electronic means. The demographics who participated in the survey were largely from white
property owners in inner east and southwest neighborhoods; not representative of Portland as
a whole. The survey was an opt-in and not “statistically-valid” and is being used to obtain a
general sense of some concerns and identify demographics who are underrepresented and
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need further outreach on topics of residential infill, as well as geographic areas of Portland to
focus additional outreach activities on the topic.
Some common issues observed through survey results include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scale of houses (size, height, setbacks, lot coverage)
Affordability
Parking, garages and driveways
Alternative housing options (e.g. ADUs and rowhouses)
Demolition and deconstruction
Traffic, transit and infrastructure

The project team is actively compiling survey responses and comments. A summary report
along with appendices including the full spectrum of comments will be posted the week of
February 16th on the project website.
Link to the full SAC Charrette presentation (including introductions on scale of houses and
narrow lot development): https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/561227
Q: What do the scores associated with each response represent?
R: Scores were weighted. The bigger the separation between numbers suggests a higher
degree of importance between the two. Some responders did not rank all of the options
which also affects the weighting.
Q: Why do some scores have five digits while others have six?
R: The numbers were an algorithm output from SurveyGizmo, the program that was
used to administer the survey.
Q: Do the numbers relate to how many survey responses were received?
R: See “Total Respondents” at the bottom of each table to see how many responses
were received for each question.
Q: Will the results be broken down so the SAC can see what type of responder generally
preferred one type of development over another?
R: Yes. This will be broken down more in an upcoming summary report on the survey.
Q: Will the results be broken down so the SAC can see what geography generally preferred one
type of development over another?
R: Yes. These SAC questions are helpful as the project team determines how best to
break down and communicate the data.
Q: As this cannot all be done immediately, who should SAC members contact
regarding additional ideas and questions?
R: Public Involvement Lead Julia Gisler (BPS) at 503-823-7624 /
JuliaGisler@portlandoregon.gov
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C: This is a flawed survey. It is biased based on geography. It is not fair that select Portland
neighborhoods will seemingly represent the voice of all Portland neighborhoods. This is hugely
problematic.
R: There is a difference in doing a general survey versus statistically-valid polling. The
project team continues to strive to provide maximum transparency as to who the
respondents were and were not. One purpose of the survey is to inform where and how
to best focus future public involvement activities. While this survey is not statisticallyvalid, the project team believes that its results still provide significant value.
C: The survey is neither fair nor professional.
C: In the summary report, please compare the percentages of survey respondents with the
percentages of all of Portland.
Q: Can SAC members help inform the project team on where and how to best focus future
public involvement activities?
R: Yes – probably not in a full SAC meeting but possibly as a subcommittee. By a show of
hands, are any SAC members interested? (Several SAC members raised their hands).
C: Please amplify the response rates of those demographics who did not significantly respond.
Please be careful and transparent when identifying the top issues identified through the survey
results. They do not necessarily reflect the views of all of Portland.
R: Yes, agreed.
Post Meeting Clarification: The survey report will include comparisons of rankings based on
different demographics and some comparative geographies to gain a better understanding of
these differences.
Q: Has the project team identified strategies to specifically engage those who did not
participate?
R: Yes. The project’s public involvement plan has a goal of reaching the maximum
amount of Portland residents.
Post-Meeting Clarification: The project’s public involvement plan objectives include being
accessible to diverse, under-represented communities will be finalized and made publicly
available online in mid-late February 2016.
C: Please make all attempts possible to outreach to all Portland residents.
C: As there is little difference between some stated preferences and greater differences
between others, please better illustrate the order of magnitude difference in how survey
responses are tallied.
R: Yes! The project team will do so.
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SESSION 1: SCALE OF STANDARD HOUSES
Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS) gave a brief overview of standards versus reviews, current
development standards and models of alternative regulatory approaches. His presentation was
a recap of his presentation in SAC Meeting #2 on October 6, 2015.
Link to Morgan’s ‘Scale of Houses – A Primer’ presentation at SAC Meeting #2 on October 6,
2015: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/548058
Key Points
•
•
•

Oregon’s two-track system of ‘clear and objective’ standards and ‘discretionary’ land
use reviews is required by state law (ORS 197.307).
A variety of building forms can fit within Portland’s single-dwelling base zone standards.
Standard houses refer to houses on lots equal or greater than 36 feet in width.

Q: Are presentation examples based on a standard 50-foot by 100-foot 5,000 square foot lot in
the R-5 zone?
R: Yes.
Project consultant David Hyman (DECA Architecture) presented issues of height, setbacks, bulk,
parking/garages and architectural features on standard houses.
Key Points
•
•
•

30 feet allows for the ability to ‘comfortably’ build three stories.
Every foot of height difference can have real implications to buildings.
While some cities require larger rear setbacks, the 12-foot by 12-foot, 250 square foot
outdoor requirement generally results in homes not maximizing the 5-foot rear setback.
• Volume to area ratios (VARs), as highlighted on slide A3-5b, addresses the challenges of
calculating grand rooms (or rooms with cathedral ceilings) and attics. Implementing VAR
limits is more complex for architects, home builders, plan reviewers and inspectors, but
does offer more accuracy when measuring building bulk.
• Many cities in the United States are using floor area rations (FARs) to limit bulk for new
residential construction. Portland does not utilize FAR to measure bulk in single-dwelling
zones, but does limit bulk through a combination of limits on height, setbacks, building
coverage and outdoor areas.
Q: Do prescribed height limits shown only relate to heights measured above grade?
R: Yes. This opens the door for other solutions (like basements) to get a home builder to
achieve desired a square footage.
Q: On slide A1-4, floors are shown to be between nine and eleven feet. Why is there a
difference with the seven feet that the building code requires?
R: The seven feet in the building code is an absolute minimum. This 7-foot dimension is
more applicable to attics as main floors are rarely that low.
Q: Are the height measurement options shown the full extent of those that can be used?
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R: No. SAC members should discuss and present other ideas identified in the upcoming
small-group exercises.
C: Composite side setbacks are often utilized by other jurisdictions. They allow for flexibility as
the five feet is often wasted space.
C: The side setback is more of a concern in narrow houses.
Q: Does FAR count square footage that is below grade?
R: Typically FAR requirements do not.
Q: What are current trends in residential codes measuring bulk by FAR?
R: 0.4:1 or 0.6:1 is typical in many places, with bonus for accessory dwelling units
(ADUs), generally varying depending on the size of existing houses nearby.
Post-Meeting Clarification: ADU bonuses may include not counting ADU square footages in FAR
calculations, counting only a percentage of total ADU square footages, or another measure that
allow ADUs to be quantified less than the associated primary unit.
R: Portland has the largest FARs in the United States.
Post-Meeting Clarification: The above statement on how Portland compares with FARs in other
U.S. cities was made by Michael Dyett and are not confirmed by City staff.
Link to David’s SAC Charrette presentation ‘Scale of Standard Houses’ (combined with other
presentations): https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/561227
SAC members are tasked with breaking into groups of 4-6 people to discuss issues of scale for
standard houses. Each table, five in total, had a large ‘placemat’ showing different approaches
for height, setbacks, bulk, architectural features and garages/parking, as well as a pie chart with
the seven draft guiding principles. Each SAC member also had a personal 11”x17”copy of the
placemat and supplemental drawings with three-dimensional building diagrams.
Each table had a facilitator and designer to engage the group and document discussions. The
same handouts and group arrangements were used when discussing the remaining two
subtopics: scale of narrow houses and scale of attached houses. At the end of the session on
each of the topics, group and individual contributions (text and graphics) were collected in table
envelopes. Report outs, after the first two subtopics and after the last subtopic, were made by
table-designated SAC member reporters to the larger SAC and recorded in real-time on an
overhead screen by Michael Dyett (Dyett and Bhatia).
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Charrette Placemat

Groups included the following:
Table 1: John Hasenberg, Rick Michaelson, Marshall Johnson, Vic Remmers, Teresa St.
Martin, Julia Gisler (BPS, Facilitator), Mark Raggett (BPS, Designer)
Table 2: Eli Spevak, Mike Mitchoff, Sarah Cantine, Barbara Strunk, Brandon SpencerHartle, Mike Molinaro, Morgan Tracy (BPS, Facilitator), Marc Asnis (BPS, Designer)
Table 3: Jim Gorter, Garlynn Woodsong, David Sweet, Rod Merrick, Emily Kemper, Tyler
Bump (BPS, Facilitator), Shem Harding (DECA, Designer)
Table 4: Douglas MacLeod, Douglas Reed, Linda Bauer, Maggie McGann, Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues, Facilitator) David Hyman (DECA, Designer)
Table 5: Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza, Alan DeLaTorre, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Mike Mitch-off,
Danell Norby, Todd Borkowitz (BPS, Facilitator), Lora Lillard (BPS, Designer)
Groups were asked to respond to the following:
•
•
•

What changes to zoning standards should the City consider?
What “bundles” best advance the guiding principles?
How could they be improved?

Q: Will SAC members be discussing issues of parking beyond what is on the list when they break
into small group discussion?
R: The placemat diagrams are not meant to be an exhaustive list, but a starting point for
discussion. SAC members are encouraged to add or elaborate on ideas.
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Q: Does current code require one parking space per unit or dwelling?
R: Parking is not required for an ADU.
R: Parking is also not required for new development in single-dwelling zones within 500
feet of a high-frequency transit route.
Table Report outs for scale of standard houses are included with Session 2: Scale of Narrow
Houses

SESSION 2: SCALE OF NARROW HOUSES
Project consultant David Hyman (Deca Architecture) presented issues of height, setbacks, bulk,
parking/garages and architectural features on narrow houses.
Link to David’s SAC Charrette presentation ‘Scale of Narrow Houses’ (combined with other
presentations): https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/561227

Table Report Out Summary Methodology: The table by table report outs include
notes taken by Michael Dyett (Dyett and Bhatia) during the charrette, with
spelling and grammar corrected, and are boxed . Following Michael’s boxed notes,
BPS staff has clarified the statements and included supplemental information
(shown in green font) based on notes at each table and items of discussion
captured by table facilitators and designers.
Table 1 (John Hasenberg, Rick Michaelson, Marshall Johnson, Vic Remmers, Teresa St. Martin, Julia

Gisler (BPS, Facilitator), Mark Raggett (BPS, Designer))

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Narrow lot recommendations: consensus
Some good requirements in place already to address historic challenges
4 ft above and bay window allowances
Greater regulations that have to be met
Average cumulative setback is good idea – could provide adaptability
Allow options for parking, such increase 500 ft to transit to larger number
Discourage curb cuts
Credit for on-street
Influenced by idea that houses may not be too big – could be other ways to support
affordability
Some concern about tuck under garages – some say terrible for façade; others say like
that quality of life can be improved with that design solution – marketing accepting this
Issues with parking pads and allowing within 10 ft. setback\
Acknowledge density and transit access as improving
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•
•
•
•

Mixed reviews on average height; may like to measure to the peak; may help on design
solutions
Do not encourage flat roofs – don’t define
Measure height from sidewalk
Exceptions for remodels

•

There was agreement towards allowing development flexibility on narrow lots.

•

There are good requirements in place to address historic challenges.

•

Limit new homes to a maximum of 4-feet above grade; bay window should be allowed
in setbacks.

•

Allow eaves to project into setbacks at least 2 ft.

•

Discourage home demolitions by incentivizing remodels.

•

Consider an average cumulative setback (allowing for side setbacks as close as 3-foot to
adjacent property lines) this could provide adaptability into the neighborhood.

•

Improve options for parking, such as updating the current abatement for required offstreet parking beyond the 500-foot distance from a high-frequency transit stop.

•

Discourage curb cuts for new driveways; incentivize/credit buildings that utilize surplus
on-street parking.

•

Group thought there may be more effective ways to advance housing affordability than
limiting the scale of new houses. Group thought that houses were generally not too big.

•

Consensus was not achieved on tuck-under garages. Some indicated that they create a
terrible street-facing façade; while others thought they increased livability by providing
a consistent parking space for the residents.

•

Some felt strongly that parking should be allowed within required front setback.

•

Assume transit access will increase in single-dwelling zones if density increases.

•

Consensus was not achieved on whether or not the averaging building heights is an
effective solution. 2 Story houses are probably okay in 70 – 90 percent of the
neighborhoods. Consider other ways of measuring height, such as measuring to roof
peaks, while not encouraging the design for more flat roofs.

•

Measure building heights from sidewalks.

Table 2 (Eli Spevak, Mike Mitchoff, Sarah Cantine, Barbara Strunk, Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Mike

Molinaro, Morgan Tracy (BPS, Facilitator), Marc Asnis (BPS, Designer))

•
•

Setbacks on R5 – concern about composite setbacks and averaging which may favor first
in to permit counter
Context sensitivity with alternate path based on neighborhood character – approval path
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allowing non-conforming existing buildings. How to measure within a radius – want to
have a balanced system
Buildings need to have flexibility for changes to encourage continued use
Two votes: 5 ft and 8 ft for side setbacks
Flexibility of height relative to setbacks
Narrow lot conversation: bonus for attached model vs. detached model.
Could we see a cottage type option, with two residences back to back, or two smaller
scale houses….
Maybe depressed height for single family
Narrow houses that are tall may not fit neighborhood
Parking: maybe not allow or prohibit in certain situations with proliferation of curb cuts
No street parking can result with narrow lots
Bulk is more important in narrow lots…
FAR may be an appropriate measure particularly in narrow lot development

•

Consensus was not achieved on employing composite setbacks as they benefit developers
who build early over ones who build later.

•

Implement a two-track approval process that requires developers to either meet
objective design standards or subjective standards that better employ site-specific
attributes towards maintaining neighborhood character.

•

Develop a zoning ‘sub-overlay’ (i.e. R5a, R5b, etc.) that allows greater code flexibility (such
as reduced front setbacks) relative to a property’s proximity to Downtown or other
centers.

•

Allow code more flexibility for additions on existing buildings to discourage their
demolition and allow their continued use.

•

Consensus was not achieved on preferred side setbacks; some preferred 5-foot setbacks,
others 8-foot; explore viability of relating setbacks on new residential construction with
other homes on a block face.

•

Require that the maximum height of a new building be relative to its setbacks.

•

For narrow lots, provide incentives for buildings that are designed to encourage positive
interaction between neighbors; increase the incentive for attached houses on narrow
lots.

•

Explore viability of cottage-style, ‘smaller-unit’ approaches on narrow lots, such as two
small-scale residences attached or arranged back to back, and narrow-unit townhomes
on standard lots.

•

Decrease height for homes in single-dwelling zones.
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•

Limit development of narrow houses whose height may not fit the context of its
neighborhood.

•

Prohibit on-street parking for new residential construction on narrow lots and other
situations; do not require parking on standard lots in single-dwelling zones but explore the
viability of conditional use if off-street parking is provided elsewhere.

•

Regulate bulk more aggressively on narrow lots than on standard lots; explore utilizing
floor-area ratios (FAR) to more effectively measure bulk on narrow lots.

•

Do not allow a building frontage on a new house to be closer to the front property line
than building frontages on either side.

•

Implement a fee for all curb cuts resulting from access to non-required, off-street parking,
or create a development bonus for new residential construction that do not add more than
the required curb cuts.

•

Explore eliminating the 5-year vacant lot moratorium requirement.

•

Explore the viability of floor-area ratio (FAR) with height limits on narrow lots to more
effectively measure and regulate bulk.

•

Explore the viability of density bonuses for additions resulting in an accessory dwelling unit
(ADU).

•

Explore the viability of a density overlay in some areas.

Table 3 (Jim Gorter, Garlynn Woodsong, David Sweet, Rod Merrick, Emily Kemper, Tyler Bump (BPS,

Facilitator), Shem Harding (Deca, Designer)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For standard lot: discussed bulk, like FAR better than lot coverage
Like FAR to encourage building basements, in combination with FAR
FAR could accommodate alt. housing types, such as courtyard housing, flexibility for
odd-shaped lots
Grandfather an existing FAR, may no more than x% increase, but may not work in
recently annexed areas
Might work in fully built out neighborhoods
FAR bonuses for TOD
Setbacks: no clear agreement, like averaging from either side or on the block, but may
not work in recently annexed areas
Narrow and skinny: allow for 2 ft easements in setbacks
Have no garage in front with skinny houses, encourage a shared driveways
Encourage attached homes, maybe with FAR bonus, no coverage and reduced setbacks
Limit one driveway per 50 ft of frontage regardless on number of lots
Allow 18 inch projection into setbacks, with overhand or 2 ft with no overhang; eliminate
current rule
Eliminate parking for skinny houses; one question: where do EV cars plug in….
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•
•
•
•
•

Front entry: how to avoid problem with tuck under – flight of stairs up to entry – maybe 4
ft max above grade; maybe break up staircase into a yard stair and then an entry stair
One number may not fit the whole city; deal with neighborhood context
May not throw out site coverage with FAR – more study
Project: roof overhang, align with Building Code; but on projections for bay window,
allow 18 inches to 2 ft. Need to maintain 3 ft clearance for health and safety
See drawings from this table.

•

Utilize or explore the viability of floor-area ratio (FAR) to more effectively measure bulk
on standard lots and encourage the building of basements (by not calculating basements
in FAR), as well as on irregularly-shaped lots to better promote more efficient alternative
housing like courtyard dwellings; explore the viability of ‘sliding-scale’ FAR based on zone
intensity and/or lot size, measuring bulk through building volume and calculating FAR with
outdoor space; linking FAR of new residential construction with demolished building being
replaced.

•

In older, more dense neighborhoods, grandfather a defined area’s existing floor-area
ratio (FAR) so that new residential construction will not be more than a given percentage
of that FAR.

•

Allow density bonuses for new residential construction within a defined transit-oriented
development (TOD) area.

•

Consensus was not achieved on how best to regulate bulk through setbacks for new
residential construction; explore viability of cumulative side setbacks to allow for more
usable outdoor space; explore viability of averaged front setbacks with different extent of
averages (i.e. homes on adjacent lots, homes on block, etc.) for different neighborhoods or
pattern areas - particularly with regard to more recently annexed neighborhoods.

•

Prohibit front-facing garages on skinny houses; if parking is needed, incentivize
development and use of shared driveways.

•

Incentivize attached homes through tools like FAR bonuses (in lieu of lot coverage
maximums) and setback reductions.

•

Prohibit new driveways within 50-feet of existing or proposed/permitted driveways.

•

Allow 2-foot roof overhang encroachments and 18-inch building projections into
setbacks.

•

Eliminate on-site parking requirements (or at minimum, garages) or prohibit on-site
parking for all skinny houses, but effectively address resulting impacts to recharging of
electric vehicles; allow, but do not require, on-site garages and parking pads on narrow
lots.

•

To reduce increased front entry floor heights resulting from tuck-under garages, consider
limiting floor heights to 4-feet above grade and mandating that entry stairs must have a
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landing between sidewalk-yard grade differentiation and yard-floor entry grade
differentiation.
•

Employ different bulk restrictions by defined geographical areas of the City to effectively
fit unique neighborhood contexts.

•

Incentivize shared driveways through bonuses for density of floor area ratio (FAR).

•

Incentivize or require building articulation on side walls to avoid long wall planes.

•

Measure building height on an angled plan from the centerline of adjacent street(s).

•

Allow reduced side setbacks between two new narrow houses on skinny or narrow lots
only when opposite side setbacks facing standard house(s) are increased to achieve a
cumulative total setback of 10-feet.

•

(ADD TO ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPTIONS): Rezone lots near centers to R3.

Table 4 (Douglas MacLeod, Douglas Reed, Linda Bauer, Maggie McGann, Anne Pressentin

(EnviroIssues, Facilitator) David Hyman (Deca, Designer))

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

More consensus on skinny lots than standard lots
Bulk hardest issue
Let eaves go out to 3 ft from property line
Allow parking pads for skinny lots
Some concern about neighborhood context
Setbacks: all not seeing 5 ft being useful as a rule, but no consensus on new number
Cumulative setback option: some potential here, tie into parking pad choice
Sacrifice setbacks for height – some potential here, maybe limit to 2 story with 3 ft side
setbacks
Entry, tuck-under and height – may limit ADU option; maybe height greater with an
ADU
FAR: lots of conversation – concern about bringing it in – big new tool… need a primer.

•

Allow roof eaves extensions to 3-feet from adjacent property lines.

•

Consensus was not achieved on allowing required parking in the front setback.

•

Prioritize neighborhood context.

•

Explore viability of cumulative side setbacks, and potentially tied to parking
requirements.

•

Explore viability of different approaches to measuring building height, such as linking
building width and side setbacks to building height.

•

Allow flexibility to side and rear setbacks. On standard houses, explore viability of allowing
3-foot side setbacks. On new narrow houses, allow 3-foot side setbacks if height is limited

•
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to two stories. Explore viability of allowing 3-stories if 3rd story is dedicated as an accessory
dwelling unit (ADU).
•

Incentivize accessory dwelling units (ADUs) through tools like allowing additional building
height; dis-incentivize tuck-under garages if shown to limit ADU development.

•

Explore the viability of floor-area ratio (FAR) to more effectively measure bulk on new
residential construction.

•

Do not average building height on new single-dwelling residential construction to adjacent
buildings.

•

Extend abatement for required off-street parking within a 500-foot distance from only
high-frequency transit stops to all level of transit service.

•

Explore viability of requiring deeper front setbacks for tuck-under garages.

•

On 100-foot by 100-foot lots in R2.5 and R5 zones, allow bonuses for increasing density
and/or providing affordable housing.

•

Explore the viability of density bonuses for single-dwelling lots near centers and corridors
or for affordable housing.

•

(ADD TO ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPTIONS): Make regulations for narrow and skinny lots
the same.

•

(ADD TO ALTERNATIVE HOUSING OPTIONS): Explore viability of prohibiting or severely
limiting any development on skinny lots.

Table 5 (Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza, Alan DeLaTorre, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Mike Mitchoff, Danell

Norby, Todd Borkowitz (BPS, Facilitator), Lora Lillard (BPS, Designer)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garages: agreement with people parking too close to sidewalk; happy with idea that there
are alternative uses
Like garages that could open up to other uses
Setbacks not a big issue
Shared driveway may be good, but larger width than 10 ft.
When alleys are available, have merit
FAR:
Height: where height is measured is as important as overall height, like idea of measuring
from sidewalk
Garages not an issue in R5
Overall height: 2 story is fine; explore different height in different geographies (may not
just be pattern areas)
Disinclined for averaging to adjacent houses
Intrigued by FAR as an alternative, combined with setback and coverage
Treat narrow and skinny the same – no reason to be different
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t require off-street parking for these lots – have guidelines in place
Tuck under is not necessarily a good alternative
Talking about architectural features –
like front and back setback options, but not necessarily the side
Talked about attached housing as an alternative.
Eave discussion – shared similar concerns
Seattle example – liked this flexibility with front and back totaling 30 feet overall.
No off street parking for narrow lots; allow for shared driveway with no code barriers.

•

Do not require garages on all new residential construction; if/where garages are required,
incentivize their ability to be viably converted for housing. Prohibit off-street parking for
new residential construction on narrow and skinny lots; if/where required, ensure that
code guidelines minimize its intrusiveness.

•

Do not significantly change current code for residential setbacks, especially side setbacks,
but still explore cumulative front/rear setbacks.

•

Explore ways to incentivize shared driveways, but only allow in areas where building
setbacks do not create hazards (i.e. minimum building setbacks of 5-feet would result in a
10-foot wide space, which is too narrow for a car to safely navigate).

•

When an alley abuts a residential lot experiencing new construction, it should be utilized
to accommodate any desired parking.

•

Explore the viability of floor-area ratio (FAR) – in conjunction with limits like setback and
coverage – to more effectively measure bulk on new residential construction.

•

Keep 30-foot building height limits but explore more effective approaches to measuring
height, specifically from a lot’s base point; consider measuring building height from
point(s) on adjacent sidewalk(s) or street centerline. Do not measure buildings to roof
peaks. Explore the viability of differing heights by pattern area.

•

Allow construction of 2-story plus attic standard homes in all single-dwelling zones;
explore how to effectively manage maximum building heights in different geographic
areas of the city (by pattern area, neighborhood or block) to better fit neighborhood
context.

•

Do not limit new residential construction to the average heights, setbacks and floor areas
of adjacent houses.

•

Regulate houses on narrow and skinny lots the same; prohibit off-street parking for
narrow detached homes on either.

•

Do not incentivize tuck-under garages.

•

Incentivize attached housing over detached housing on narrow and skinny lots.

•

Allow greater setback encroachment of building eaves.
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•

On narrow and skinny lots, updating the current abatement for required off-street parking
beyond the 500-foot distance from a high-frequency transit stop.

LUNCH BREAK
Lunch was provided. SAC members were free to take their lunches off site, but were welcome
to stay and discuss the morning session with each other, the public and the project team.

SESSION 3: SCALE OF ATTACHED HOUSES
Project consultant David Hyman (Deca Architecture) presented issues of height, setbacks, bulk,
parking/garages and architectural features on attached houses.
Link to David’s SAC Charrette presentation ‘Scale of Attached Houses’ (combined with other
presentations): https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/561227
Q: What is the difference between rowhouse zones and townhouse zones in the Seattle code?
R: Primarily FAR.
C: In addition, common walls versus walls that are side-by-side.
Post-Meeting Clarification: Per the City of Seattle:

http://www.seattle.gov/dpd/cs/groups/pan/@pan/documents/web_informational/dpds021571.pdf

Table Report Out Summary Methodology: The table by table report outs include
notes taken by Michael Dyett (Dyett and Bhatia) during the charrette, with
spelling and grammar corrected, and are boxed . Following Michael’s boxed notes,
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BPS staff has clarified the statements and included supplemental information
(shown in green font) based on notes at each table and items of discussion
captured by table facilitators and designers.

Table 1 (John Hasenberg, Rick Michaelson, Marshall Johnson, Vic Remmers, Teresa St. Martin, Julia Gisler
(BPS, Facilitator), Mark Raggett (BPS, Designer))

•

•
•
•
•

Not a lot of changes; looked at contextual row houses – if considering increasing density,
then this sketch with fee simple ownership, no required garage or look at an easement for
shared drive
Also looked at pg 53 – 2nd photo down, feeling is that this would fit into the
neighborhood with a density increase. Handles parking well.
Make solution, with varied roof line and entry, but really should look, like one house in
the R5
Don’t require a garage.
If more than 2 attached, then have a bay window or varied roof lines or other variation to
break up mass.

•

Do not significantly change existing code for attached houses; keep any code changes to
the combined structure of attached houses consistent with code changes for detached
houses.

•

Do not require garages for attached houses.

•

Allow parking in the front setback.

•

Incent attached housing through density bonuses, especially two-unit.

Table 2 (Eli Spevak, Mike Mitchoff, Sarah Cantine, Barbara Strunk, Brandon Spencer-Hartle, Mike
Molinaro, Morgan Tracy (BPS, Facilitator), Marc Asnis (BPS, Designer))

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Felt like underlying Code was sufficient to deal with issue
In 100 x 100 in R2.5 or R5, do a density bonus, or may only bonus with affordable
housing
Attached in narrow lots, R2.5 language maybe going away as it’s a disincentive
Parking: City should allow flexibility and maybe not require garages… park off-site or
allow pad within the front setback.
Looking for flexibility
Did not go into details on density bonuses
Concerns about density capacity in some areas of town. Including school capacity
Manage context, scale and building volume on attached houses in the same way as will
be done for detached houses; delineate separate units on attached houses with a break in
roof form.
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•

For attached houses, better emphasize front doors and prohibit garages and other on-site
(off-street) parking, especially on corner lots with ample frontage parking.

•

Prohibit stairs to a main entry on the second floor of attached houses.

•

Allow main entries to each unit of an attached house on a corner lot be located to face
the same street. Dis-incentivize main entries to each unit of an attached house on a corner
lot be located to face different streets.

•

Increase bonuses for attached houses with ADUs in some geographic areas of the city;
consider tying density bonuses to shared driveways and/or going through design review;
explore whether such incentives would result in increased demolitions using local
inventories of attached houses in Portland’s single-dwelling zones.

•

Incentivize attached houses over narrow houses with density bonuses or other tools.

•

On 100-foot by 100-foot lots, allow bonuses for increasing density through rowhouses.

Table 3 (Jim Gorter, Garlynn Woodsong, David Sweet, Rod Merrick, Emily Kemper, Tyler Bump (BPS,
Facilitator), Shem Harding (Deca, Designer)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Like attached houses and the benefits – energy efficiency, shared driveways possible, can
limit curb cuts and finally can increase density
Want to talk about attached skinny houses – larger houses on R5 lots
Don’t have a different view of these houses, but consider corner lot size
Disagreed on whether an attached with same frontage should look like one home or two
Allow different setbacks for attached housing on R5 lots
Keep it simple to facilitate easy implementation
Came back to discussion of FAR – thinking of corner lots, may be an increase allowed
for corner lots
Came back to neighborhood context – no agreement
R5 focus and attached houses – two houses put together – intent that it should look like a
house – scale should fit into the neighborhood
Smaller lots, break down scale

•

Incentivize attached houses given their ability to improve energy efficiency, add viability
for shared driveways, limit curb cuts and increase density; keep regulations for attached
houses simple to netter facilitate their implementation.

•

Maintain current code for attached houses on corner lots in the R5 zone.

•

Consensus was not achieved on whether to regulate attached houses on a shared
frontage to appear as one house or two.

•

Do not allow different setbacks for attached houses on lots in the R5 zone.
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•

Utilize or explore the viability of floor-area ratio (FAR) to more effectively measure bulk
of attached houses on corner lots; consider allowing density bonuses for attached houses
on corner lots.

•

Consensus was not achieved on whether to regulate attached houses differently in
different geographic areas if the city to maintain neighborhood context.

•

Do not allow attached houses on narrow lots in the R5 zone; incentivize attached houses
on narrow and skinny lots in R2.5 zones.

•

Allow three or more attached units on two abutting skinny or narrow lots in R5 zones if all
unit entrances do not face a street frontage.

•

Incentivize tuck-under parking for attached houses on standard and corner lots.

Table 4 (Douglas MacLeod, Douglas Reed, Linda Bauer, Maggie McGann, Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues,
Facilitator) David Hyman (Deca, Designer))

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Context, scale and building volume similar
Emphasize garage on street and front door but allow for no on-site parking
Allow for on-street parking
Object to full flight of stairs to a second floor/first living area
Corner lots provide a lot of parking
Requiring entry to each unit from each street not always effective, be sensitive to
orientation and allow for entries on one street
Increase bonuses with ADUs
Concern about incentive for demolition really being created
Historic inventories may be needed
May be areas where more density needed; give thought to spot bonus areas
Houses should have same volume however they are attached.
Prefer attached to skinnys
Some of the density bonuses should be tied to design review….Want to join driveways
See table’s drawings.

•

Do not significantly change existing code for attached houses, except consider removing
code language that potentially dis-incentivizes attached houses on narrow lots in the R2.5
zone.

•

Allow increased parking flexibility for attached houses; consider not requiring garages,
allowing required unit parking off-site or on a pad within the front setback.

•

Explore incentives, like density bonuses, that encourage more building of attached
houses.
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•

Balance an area’s ability to accommodate increased density through attached houses
with capacity for schools and other infrastructure.

•

Explore viability of requiring only attached narrow houses if areas far away from centers.

•

Do not allow variations on roof heights in two attached houses comprising one structure.

Table 5 (Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza, Alan DeLaTorre, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Mike Mitchoff, Danell Norby,
Todd Borkowitz (BPS, Facilitator), Lora Lillard (BPS, Designer)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questioning whether a major focus is really needed – are there serious issues
Consider whole structure and not limit width
Treat height as a single, separate issue
Garages not be required
Incentives for attached housing with density bonuses
Value in increased density
Look at certain zones of R5 – alternative housing discussion, corner lot can take separate
structures
Many R5 lots can accommodate a diverse range of housing types.
Two units in one structure

•

Explore the viability of row houses that maintain neighborhood context – even if
increasing density - with fee simple ownership, with no required garage(s) and
allowances for on-site vehicular parking only via alley or easement for a shared driveway.
Prohibit street facing garages for attached row houses.

•

Allow flexibility for attached houses on varied roof lines and entries while maintaining a
look of one house that compliments the rhythm of the existing streetscape.

•

Do not require garages and prohibit street facing attached garages for attached houses.

•

If more than two houses are attached, then architectural variation should be employed
to reduce the perception of mass.

SESSION 4: DEVELOPMENT ON SKINNY LOTS IN THE R5 ZONE
Supervising Planner Sandra Wood (BPS) gave a brief overview of land divisions (that result in
standard or new narrow lots) and lot confirmations (that result in standard or “skinny” lots),
comparing the two processes and set of development standards for lots that appear the same
(commonly 25-foot by 100-foot). Her presentation was a recap of her presentation in SAC
Meeting #4b on December 1, 2015.
Link to Sandra’s ‘Narrow Lot Development’ presentation at SAC Meeting #4b on December 1,
2015: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/558043
Key Points
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•
•

Land divisions cost more and provide an opportunity for public comment; lot
confirmations cost less and do not provide an opportunity for public comment.
Lot confirmations are more common in the R5 zone.

Q: Will this session only be looking at new approaches for lot confirmations?
R: Yes; just lot confirmations, not land divisions.
C: A lot of residents are long aware of the City’s underlying lot lines, despite the
issue only recently garnering significant attention.
C: Agreed; there are tons of residents are aware of lot confirmations!
Link to Sandra’s SAC Charrette presentation ‘Development on Skinny Lots in the R5 Zone’
(combined with other presentations): https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/article/561227
There is a spectrum of perspectives on where lot confirmations should occur, from ‘nowhere’ to
‘somewhere’ to ‘everywhere’. City staff assumes that they will receive substantial commentary
from individuals advocating for all of these perspectives. Staff is asking SAC members to “assess
two approaches for addressing underlying lot lines against the draft guiding principles of
residential infill. An ideal solution for would address some or most of these principles. The two
approaches include:
Default Approach
• Allow development on lots at least 3,000 square feet and 36 feet wide, and
• Allow development on smaller lots if they have been vacant for five years.

Concept for Default Approach, as shown at SAC Charrette.

Centers-Focused Approach
• Near centers, upzone 25-foot by 100-foot R5 lots to R2.5 (to facilitate the confirmation
of those lots in a manner that is consistent with the new base zone designation), and
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•

Far from centers, do not allow houses on lots that don’t meet the minimum density for
the zone (in R5, each lot would need to be at least 4,750 square feet – a more
conservative approach away from centers).

Concept for Centers-Focused Approach, as shown at SAC Charrette.

Q: Why does the centers-focused approach not include corridors?
R: This is just a concept. It does not include corridors as shown, but that could be
revised per small group discussions.
Q: On the map ‘R5 and R2.5 Tax Parcels with 25x100 or 33x100 Underlying Plats’ (Slide 123),
what do the colors represent?
R: Yellow represents underlying plats in the R5 zones; Orange represents underlying
plats in the R2.5 zones. The map is estimated by City staff to be at about 80 percent
accuracy.
Q: Has the City Attorney looked at this issue? Would limiting development on underlying plats
constitute a taking?
R: It depends on the particulars of the situation. The City Attorney has advised staff to
develop sound planning policy first, and then evaluate the legal issues as part of vetting
and adopting a specific proposal.
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C: There is a right for Portland residents to confirm these lots. The centersfocused approach will prevent 75 percent of currently qualifying lots to ever be
developed upon.
R: Oregon law requires that lawfully established lots remain discrete lots.
It does not mandate that development be allowed on substandard lots.
Q: Yellow represents underlying 25-foot by 100-foot plats in the R5 zones?
R: Correct.
Q: So the centers-focused approach would change lots from R5 to R2.5 if near
centers?
R: Correct.
Q: And you would no longer be able to develop on the lots determined to be
away from centers?
R: Correct.
Q: So the proposal would include removing up to 85 percent of all potentiallydevelopable skinny lots?
Q: Please define “near centers”.
R: These could be defined in any number of ways, including how they are
defined within the Draft Comp Plan.
R (BPS Chief Planner Joe Zehnder): The circles shown are just a symbol
indicating the type of center, not the actual boundary. City staff might
propose a ‘halo’ around a selected center point in an area identified for
future growth. Are there other ways of determining the area? Yes, and
the City would be seeking a strong rationale in determining what’s
designated to be “near centers” or not.
Q: Should the SAC instead be considering how to expand the availability of
narrow lots?
R: The City is currently exploring the upzoning to R2.5 of some currently
zoned R5.
C: One idea might be to take the potential net density lost
through the near centers approach and expand the R2.5 zone
enough to make up for it. This would result in no net loss of
potentially available housing units by backfilling lost density.
There was previous discussions about narrow lots; they’re one of the three main topics tasked
for this project to address. What would SAC members advise City Council to do about this
issue? City staff is seeking SAC guidance.
C: It would be helpful to SAC members if the City would do more analysis in this topic.
R: Agreed.
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Q: Is assessing the two proposals – existing and an alternative centers-focused approach - what
the SAC is tasked with discussing at this time?
R: Yes.
Sandra Wood (BPS) indicated that this session would be less in the three-dimensional (form)
realm and more in the two dimensional (map). While some ideas were gained from SAC
members at the December 1, 2015 meeting, the project team determined that more
conversation was needed to gain a better understanding of the SAC’s preferred
recommendations to City staff.
Facilitator Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) asked SAC members to take about five minutes to
each complete a worksheet on approaches to development on skinny lots in the R5 zone, then
work collaboratively as a group to answer two questions (see below).
A reminder was made that circles representing centers were graphic conventions only, and that
they do not represent a specific geography.
The questions to be answered in small groups include:
• How does each approach advance the draft guiding principles?
• How would you adjust the approaches to better reflect the guiding principles?

Worksheet on development on 25 x 100 lots in the R5 Zone(

Report outs on recommendations for development on skinny lots in the R5 zone were done
individually to the larger group in a round-robin format. Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues)
facilitated discussion while Kristin Cooper (BDS) documented SAC member ideas and
perspectives on a large note pad.
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The SAC was presented with two skinny lot policy scenarios: the default approach which
allows vacant substandard R5 lots to be “confirmed” in areas where underlying small lot
platting exists; and a Centers Focused Approach which would seek to facilitate
confirmation of R5 lots in areas near centers (e.g. no vacancy rule, or rezone to R2.5) and
apply a larger minimum lot size reflecting density for areas outside centers.
(DA=Default Approach; CFA=Centers-Focused Approach):
•

CFA is preferred; Truth in zoning is important; Allow narrow and skinny lots only in the
R2.5zone.

•

Hybrid is preferred; Allow development on confirmed lots everywhere.

•

CFA is preferred; Neither approach addresses neighborhood context.

•

CFA is preferred; It should include corridors in addition to centers; Ensure no net loss of
buildable narrow lots (if prohibiting lot confirmations beyond centers, lots must be
made up for in new R2.5 zone designations).

•

CFA is preferred; No lot confirmations anywhere would be better; Assess impacts on
neighborhoods.

•

Truth in zoning addresses neighborhood context.

•

Prohibit skinny houses; Measure houses using a volume-based ratio.

•

Prioritize truth in zoning and neighborhood context; Prohibit skinny houses by allowing
only attached houses on narrow/skinny lots.

•

CFA is preferred; As 16 DU/acre is needed to support mass transit, expand to include all
corridor with any frequency bus service.

•

Uncertain; Neither may result in more housing affordability or an increase in density.

•

CFA is preferred; Address neighborhood context differently in different ‘near center’
areas.

•

Prioritize truth in zoning and neighborhood context; Address neighborhood context
differently in different ‘near center’ areas – do so by vetting with individual
neighborhoods.

•

Prioritize truth in zoning.

•

Prioritize truth in zoning; Ensure that East Portland is not inequitably impacted.

•

DA preferred; New minimum lot size of 4,750 sf (CFA, far from centers) is concerning.

•

DA preferred; increased density is needed to accommodate Portland’s increasing
population while maintaining the urban growth boundary and increasing housing
affordability.

•

CFA is preferred; Align areas near centers with the 20-minute neighborhoods concept.
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•

Hybrid is preferred; Rezone areas near centers as R2.5 while allowing development on
confirmed lots everywhere; Focus more on bulk and scale issues, including better
incentivizing attached houses.

•

Allow citywide development on confirmed lots; Address other, more key issues, like
regulating new residential development using FAR.

•

Actively pursue approaches that result in a greater variety of important housing types
that are affordable to different residents; Focus more on centers.

•

Increased density equals increased affordability, resulting in more housing options;
Develop a higher-lower step down approach from centers.

•

Confirm whether existing infrastructure can even support intensifying housing density
only near centers; Allow density to be spread more equally throughout the city.

SAC Reactions to Development on Skinny Lots in the R5 Zone Round Robin
Following the individual SAC member report outs, Anne Pressentin continued to faciltatie this
part of the conversation for reaction to the discussion.
Q: If the City already allows development on 3,000 square foot lots in the R5 zone, why does
the centers-focused approach suggest a change to this? Does the proposal suggest allowing
development on only skinny lots that are at least 4,750 square feet, or all lots at that size?
C: The SAC’s mandate is truth in zoning.
C: City staff is trying to advance their agenda by “sliding in” a new minimum lot size.
R: City staff is not “sliding in” a new minimum lot size. To better explain, Sandra
Wood (BPS) drew the following:
The 4,750 square foot lot size
represents ½ of a site that is large
enough to split into two lots. Due to
Portland’s density rounding rules, if a
site is within 90% of a full unit, then
the density rounds up. In other words,
a 9,500 s.f. site/5,000 square feet
equals 1.9, which rounds up to two
units. ½ of 9,500 s.f. equals 4,750 s.f.

C: In this concept, flexibility is added to the code.
R: The density is calculated in a land division, it is not currently
calculated in a lot confirmation.
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C: It would be good to separate the issues out. Land confirmations should not be made
universal as there are occasionally valid reasons to allow smaller lots.
C: This feels like City staff is advocating for the SAC to address two different issues, even if they
are related. The SAC was asked to advise on skinny lots, but now another issue is being added
to this topic.
R: Lot confirmations…
C: But City staff is proposing to not allow 3,000 square foot lots!
Q: So the SAC should not assume that 4,750 square feet is proposed as a new minimum lot size,
correct? While 3,000 square feet would remain the minimum lot size as it is currently, a lot of
this size could not be created until the average density of the two was met, correct?
R: Yes; correct.
C: Is zoning not a tool for planning? This is an opportunity to put density where it belongs!
C: Please confirm: On a 10,000 square foot lot, an existing home takes up 6,000 square feet,
leaving a remnant of 4,000 square feet. Is this 4,000 square feet not buildable?
R: It depends; City staff would need to play out the logic.
C: SAC members know much more about lot confirmations than many. It’s tough to have an
objective discussion given the spectrum of biases represented by SAC members. There should
be a significant concern that conflicts of interests exist and that biases will unfairly influence
policy.
C: Remove the “far from centers” portion of the centers-focused approach. It does not support
housing availability. It will be horrible for the city as the city will be losing both affordability and
density. There is a reasonable concern that the centers-focused approach will result only in new
individual homes.
C: It is preferable to allow skinny lots than to encourage the demolition of existing homes.
C: Demolitions would increasingly occur if skinny lots are continued to be allowed.
C: This is a complex problem and the reason why builders see demolishing houses as a
preferred option. The process is maddening!
C: There is strong dislike for skinny houses. The current approach to lot confirmations does not
meet density minimums.
R: It does not; but it’s still allowed today.
C: It’s not affordable housing if four individual exterior walls are being built. Skinny houses are
not affordable if detached.
Q: If zoning “near centers” in the centers-focused approach was changed to R2.5, three units
could be created per lot, correct?
Post meeting clarification: In the scenario described above, there would need to be three
25x100’ lots to have three units. Under current lot confirmation rules, if the three lots were in
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an R5 zone and a house straddled all of them, the property line could be adjusted to create two
37.5 foot wide lots and not wait 5 years. Alternatively, the lots could be left vacant for 5 years
and each built on.
R: Yes; the approach would negate the vacant lot provision “near centers” but would
increase net density through the R2.5 designation.
Q: Why would the City upzone “near centers” on designated lots only with
underlying plats, and not on all lots in those areas?
C: If skinny houses are the only affordable houses, I won’t be buying a house.
C: Skinny houses are “one bucket” of affordable housing. There should be
a mix of both attached and detached options. Regardless, new houses are
more efficient and use less energy.
C: Developers are “in a pickle” with very limited options being proposed. Alternative housing
options charrette session will hopefully provide developers with more opportunities.
C: With skinny houses, the connection to the rights-of-way often result in long and narrow
building forms. There may be a need for more flexibility to develop small houses, not just skinny
houses.

WRAP UP AND NEXT STEPS
Following the lively SAC discussion on development on skinny lots in the R5 zone, Michael Dyett
(Dyett and Bhatia) asked SAC members to share thoughts on what they would advise City
Council. Afterwards, the SAC will be asked to summarize the day’s findings.
SAC Advice to City Council
C: It’s difficult to make recommendations without a vetted discussion on alternative housing
options.
C: Agreed.
C: City Council must align the two different codes regulating narrow and skinny lots. The two
need identical rules. (Many SAC members indicated agreement).
C: While there is building excitement for the alternative housing options discussion, there is
also some fear that the topic is seen as ‘the silver bullet” and some uncertainty that the City can
create effective code for it. The SAC needs to gain the perspective that skinny houses offer less
financial barriers to home ownership.
C: Remove mandates for garages because of the unintended consequences they have on
homes. Measuring height from the sidewalk offers a potentially more effective approach to
regulating bulk on new houses.
C: Context is important. Different neighborhoods need different approaches. Customization is
needed; not one solution; not one-size-fits-all approaches.
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C: While it’s difficult to make recommendations without a vetted discussion on alternative
housing options, a ‘near versus far’ approach might make sense. Some solutions may work
better near centers; these areas might be more conducive to skinny/narrow houses. The
compromise might be 25-foot by 100-foot lots in only some areas.
C: Required parking pads should be allowed in the front setback.
C: People should be allowed to build on any lot of record.
C: Nothing on a map of Portland is really “far from centers” as it’s all close to microneighborhoods.
C: The SAC is discussing very significant changes to what is currently allowed. In three months,
it will presumably be too late to redraw zoning maps.
R: Overlapping conversations are currently happening on these issues and what to do
about the 80%/20% population projections. Testimony that is occurring on the draft
Portland Comprehensive Plan may result in an increase in the diversity of allowed
housing types. City Council is still discussing options in upcoming work sessions. The
City, however, is not discussing housing form anywhere else and is relying on the
Residential Infill Project to inform this discussion. The Portland Comprehensive Plan will
get recorded. Rules by the SAC will be codified. Planners continue to work with
neighborhood associations about where R2.5 gets adopted.
R (BPS Chief Planner Joe Zehnder): ‘Centers and corridors’ is in the Draft Portland
Comprehensive Plan. The general neighborhood forms are being identified, but the
details are not. How do all these tools work together? The Portland Comprehensive Plan
set the Residential Infill Project up to be able to do so.
C: On the centers-focused approach, R2.5 should be adjacent to – not in – centers and
corridors.
Q: On the centers-focused approach, how will the 5-year vacancy rule apply?
R: It goes away.
Q: How would the centers-focused approach impact lot remnants? Are lot remnants on the
table?
R: Yes; the SAC and/or City staff would need to work out a new approach to them.
Q: Why are lot remnants not being discussed now? Wasn’t addressing them part
of the SAC’s mandate?
R: Lot remnants are another level of complexity that we can address once
we have formulated a direction on regular lot confirmation scenarios.

Sketch from City staff on lot remnants, as shown at SAC Charrette.
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Example shows three lots of record (5, 6, and 7) becoming four lots if confirming remnants was allowed

C: The circles on the centers map on the wall do not match the actual neighborhood centers.
The map should be reassessed.
C: The centers should be shown as amoebas.
C: Or by rectangles, but not by circles.
Q: How would areas on the fringes of the centers be addressed?
C: Much of today’s conversation focused on areas that are well defined by a rectilinear street
grid, not areas like Southwest Portland. The group should keep other areas of Portland in mind
during these discussions.
Michael Dyett (Dyett and Bhatia) suggested that SAC members figure out an “in-between” to
take to the general public and to decision makers.
R: Most neighborhood centers in Portland are near areas with 50-foot by 100-foot lots.
Q: Are the draft guiding principles intended to apply to lot remnants?
R: Once the SAC addresses 50-foot by 100-foot lots, it can move on to consider other lot
types.
R: Development rights are gone if lot remnants cannot be made into a developable lot.
In the sketch on lot remnants (see previous page), four lots were being created through
the confirmation of three underlying lot lines, creating “something from nothing.”
C: The proposed centers-focused approach creates “nothing from something.”
R: Let’s continue the remnants conversation later as the SAC is running
out of time.
C: The proposed centers-focused approach is a good compromise. Allowing development
through the confirmation of underlying lot lines is not rational.
C: There is a high level of unhappiness due to high housing costs.
C: Disagreed.
Summary Thoughts
C: We are looking forward to the discussion on alternative housing options. It would be good to
discuss these free from the lot confirmation debate.
Q: A 50-foot by 100-foot lot of record on a corner can be divided into two lots at 25 feet by 25
feet. Ideally, the property owner could create two 50-foot by 50-foot lots, but is unable to do
so. This is frustrating. Why is this?

Sketch from City staff on converting a 50-foot by 100-foot lot of record on a corner into two 50-foot by
50-foot lots, as shown at SAC Charrette.
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R: This is already allowed by current code.
C: Let’s discuss this concern more in the next meeting.
Q: What is the justification for changing current regulations? What is the main problem(s) that
our current code is not addressing?
Next Steps
Michael Dyett (Dyett and Bhatia) thanked SAC members for their thoughtful comments. The
charrette will conclude at SAC Meeting #7 (Tuesday, February 2) with an in-depth discussion of
alternative housing options. Many issues are still not fully fleshed out.
C: Nothing was further fleshed out. We need to develop a plan for an improved code
that is understandable and consistent. So much recent development has taken Portland
residents by surprise. Truth in zoning equals clarity!
C: Portland is changing. It’s hard for many long-time residents to accept this. While it’s a
complex problem, moments like these cause cities to evolve. There are different ways that
people are using residences. The city is changing and we all need to adapt to this and other
changes that go well beyond the zoning code. (Many in the room applaud).
C: Better regulatory approaches are needed to ensure universal access; we as a city have not
yet gotten to the point we need to get to.
C: Looking towards the future of a Portland with many new residents seems to be the current
focus. Yet, there seems to be little respect for current residents.
C: Portland has received many accolades as the most sustainable city in the United States. It
would be a shame to lose sight of this. Portland should be the best at sustainability. It is
important for it to get back to this place. The focus should not just be on affordability and
density.
C: Portland should offer a range of housing types and prices. There should be different housing
options in different areas of the city. All options can be within the character of each pattern
area.
C: There is a lot of agreement on Portland’s future, creating significant excitement amongst
residents. People need to be forward-thinking and not just content with maintaining the status
quo.
C: It’s about neighborhoods and neighborhood context; what’s being built and what’s being
torn down. Portland’s code should not render existing homes un-improvable. While no planning
tool will prevent all tear downs, the protection of existing homes should be prioritized.
C: The City must balance what needs preserving with what needs changing. Portland’s recent
change is too market driven.

WALL DISPLAYS

Information boards of each of the three main topics of the Residential Infill Project (Scale of
Houses, Narrow Lot Development and Alternative Housing Options), the agenda, ground rules
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and draft guiding principles were displayed on easels throughout the room. In addition, the
following maps were displayed on walls during the SAC charrette to aid SAC members:
1. Single Family Residential Zoning and Frequent Transit Service
2. Average Building Heights in Single-Unit Residential Zoning
3. R5 and R2.5 Tax Parcels with 25x100 or 33x100 Underlying Plats
4. Low Density Single Family Residential Zones (R5, R7 & R10) w/ Historical Lot Lines
5. Narrow and Skinny Lots, July 2015
6. Development Capacity in Single Family Residential Zones
7. Residential Development, 2010-present
8. Average Building Heights in Single-Unit Residential Zoning
9. Multifamily Lots
10. Multifamily Lots – Inner Ring Neighborhoods
11. Urban Design Framework
The following image boards were also displayed on walls during the SAC charrette:
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PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE
The public open house followed the all-day charrette. It was attended by more than 30
residents, who learned about the project’s three primary topics (scale of houses, narrow lot
development and alternative housing options), the work of the advisory committee, and
ongoing opportunities for the general public to be involved in this important process.
Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS) thanked attendees for coming and introduced the project
team. He and David Hyman (DECA Architecture) gave a brief presentation and answered
questions about the project. Anne Pressentin (EnviroIssues) highlighted results of the public
outreach survey on residential infill in Portland, administered online between December 9,
2015 and January 12, 2016.
Public comments could be made on public comment forms available at the welcome table.

WRITTEN PUBLIC COMMENTS

Provided by Doug Klotz via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Scale of Houses: The size of houses should not be restricted below what
existing houses (large foursquares with attic rooms, e.g.) which sometimes are very
large. However, these large houses must be designed to be split up into smaller units,
with provisions for at least one ADU. Ideally, such houses should be allowed to be multidwelling today.
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: I prefer attached houses to skinny houses. No
parking should be required, neither in garage or on the lot. Would be allowed, but not
required. Encourage ADUs in rowhouse or skinny house developments.
Comments on Alternative Housing Options: Allow many alternatives, including 4-6 unit
apartments on 50'x100' lots, no parking required. Allow stacked flats, with lower unit
required to be accessible. Rowhouses in narrower versions. Courtyard housing, etc.,
should be allowed. Not clustered individual buildings, [but] one c-shaped building.
Cottage clusters should allow more density. Allow most alternative options throughout
single-family zones. At the least they should be allowed within 500' of corridors and
centers.
Provided by Alan Kessler (Richmond) via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Scale of Houses: We should not be reducing building sizes - a much better
solution is to allow division into internal apts. Allow full size houses AND allow multiplexes etc. conversions. We have large and tall houses historically - they *are* the
"character of our neighborhoods". Please do not add scale restrictions.
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: More setbacks = less house. Let's encourage
multi-unit buildings (rowhouses etc.) rather than skinny houses.
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Comments on Alternative Housing Options: Please allow division of large houses.
Remove restriction of single front door. Allow multiple ADUs. Do not count basement
ADU against basement ADU limit. Higher ADU limits for R5, R7 + allow driveway rental.
Encourage accessible units + zero grade entrances.
Provided via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16 (Anonymous):
Comments on Scale of Houses: scale - ie massing, footprint, setback, open space - needs
to reflect the average of the existing block face on which infill occurs.
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: if the structure of an existing home is built
across more than one underlying lot line - the property needs to be merged into one lot.
Comments on Alternative Housing Options: all units in residential zones need to have
one off street parking place. Alt housing types need to match (or be smaller) than the
average scale on a given block face. Cottage cluster should only be allowed on lots
10,000 sq ft or larger.
Provided by Tony Jordan (Sunnyside) via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Scale of Houses: I am comfortable with the scale of houses "as is" but I
think it is critical to tie them to the ability to convert these larger homes to multi-family
housing. I do not think additional off-street parking should be encouraged or
accommodated by adjusting setbacks. I am concerned about accommodating solar
access rights, in general I think that is a bad idea. An FAR approach to massing concerns
would probably be ok. Encourage accessible zero grade entrances.
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: I support more efficient + dense uses of our
close in neighborhoods by reducing setbacks for narrow lots and allowing rowhouses.
Comments on Alternative Housing Options: I support nearly all alternative housing
options. Allow multifamily divisions of existing homes, additional ADUs = bonuses for
affordable housing (consider the R1.5 proposal).
Additional Comments: Existing off-street parking (and a limited amount in new
construction) should be legally rentable. Proposed permit programs may restrict access
to permits by certain residents. Opening up private off street parking to rental will
accommodate short-mid term demand without the detrimental effects of more
structured parking (cost, pollution, etc)
Provided by Sue Stahl via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: Allow for garden spaces. Any lot infill improve streets (pave gravel/dirt roads! More traffic = [increased] road use).
Comments on Alternative Housing Options: Stacked [flats] - 1st floor completely
accessible[.] 1 floor cottage housing
Provided by Tim Davis (Multnomah Village) via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
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Comments on Scale of Houses: In addition to the physical scale of homes, energy
(electric + gas) + water usage should be part of the equation. In the cases of demolition +
rebuild the new house should use no more energy = water than the previous house.
When built on vacant (and narrow) lots, those homes should be "higher" performing
homes than code minimum, relating to electric gas + water usage. Consider a
requirement that the new homes are Energy Star certified such as EPS, NGBS, LEED +
others (or other energy efficient green building programs).
Provided by Martha Johnston (East Columbia Neighborhood Association, Land Use
Committee) via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Alternative Housing Options: Looking forward to conversation on
clustering + looking at ways to retain density around e-zone overlays.
Additional Comments: We are a low density but environmentally strategic area. What
about non- computer older residents[?] Permeable vs non permeable driveways or paths
(credits)?
Provided by M. Pierce (Mt. Tabor) via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Scale of Houses: Respect the scale of existing neighborhoods.
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: Should conform with neighborhood character.
Comments on Alternative Housing Options: Cluster homes.
Provided by David Whitaker (Beaumont-Wilshire Neighborhood Association) via Public
Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Scale of Houses: The scale of new homes built within existing SFR
neighborhoods should be similar to the homes adjacent to that new home and/or
existing homes on that block. The peak of the new homes (highest elevation) should be
within a certain height of the average height of homes on the block. This should also be
the criteria for setback distances. [Average] setback of existing homes on block.
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: It is very important to maintain adequate
outdoor space on narrow lot development and adequate access to sun in that outdoor
space.
Provided by Margaret Davis (Richmond Neighborhood Association, Beaumont-Wilshire
Neighborhood Association and United Neighborhoods for Reform) via Public Comment Form
on 1/21/16:
Comments on Scale of Houses: As in many communities (in Texas etc.) use setbacks,
height, etc of homes within a certain distance to ensure conformance with existing built
environment. Measure from sidewalk to very top of house - not by any manufactured
grade or midway up to the eaves or whatever is used now. Decrease allowable lot
coverage (this helps to give room for mature trees - past & future - and ensure open
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space & area for potential ADU should we need more). First floor should be @ grade not
up in sky with lots of stairs leading to it. Prioritize infrastructure before adding additional
units - i.e., sidewalks, traffic safety measures. Density has demands - it is just
unfair/irresponsible to build up density w/o making improvements that help
neighborhoods handle that density.
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: What ever happened to the skinny house
design contest & incentives for using these winning designs? They were good - bring
them back!! No more lot confirmations of old-time lot lines - these were never meant to
be built on singly b/c people bought 2+ of them (marketing gimmick should not become
planning protocol). When house built over lines, merge lots forever & erase the lines (per
Sonoma, Calif. rules). Problem w/ narrow lots is that in R5 for example, zoning is
changed. Suddenly R5 is not R5 but R2.5 or 3 or whatever. When original investors buy
into neighborhood zoned a certain way, they have expectations of what that investment
is & what can/will be built there.
Comments on Alternative Housing Options: First priority should be resolving what is
allowed for infill. When that is achieved, if time & energy [indecipherable] this? When
limits go into effect, hopefully more creativity will be encouraged, returning to a former
tradition of Portland architecture.
Additional Comments: Also, none of these changes are worth anything - and the SAC's
work & expertise are wasted - if a continued lack of enforcement is allowed. A lot can be
done to regain quality and creativity in development just by leveling the playing field so
the good, small players can also participate.
Provided by Kathryn B. (Taffy) Everts (Kenton) via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: In March 2013, my husband and I bought a
skinny house on Kenton's main street (Denver Ave.) to be within walking distance of
stores, restaurants, the P.O., the library, and MAX. Our skinny lot is the former garden of
one of the large "stone" (concrete block) homes from historic Kenton, while still stands
as a single-family home, and is next to a duplex of equal height to our house (3 stories)
built 3 years earlier. We love our snug house with its small front & back yards, garage,
efficient room size + storage, and affordability, but we know some long-time
neighborhood residents think houses like ours are inappropriate and ugly. As Portland
grows in population, we hope well-designed skinny houses will still be in the picture for
couples + small families. We think they are an asset to Portland homebuyers if they
remain affordable single-family homes.
Provided by Nancy Matela (Buckman) via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: Would rather have more ADUs (inside and
outside primary building).
Comments on Alternative Housing Options: I'm all for these. The City needs to be
flexible and respond to specific lots rather than be rigid to the zoning code.
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Provided by Thomas Karwaki (University Park Neighborhood Association) via Public Comment
Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Scale of Houses: FAR - yes (good experience [indecipherable]); Historical
homes prescriptive incentives; Roof - peak should be used for measuring
[indecipherable]; What about Green/Living Roofs?; Restrict curb cuts!; FAR & all
scenarios with ADU's, plus impact of multiple ADU's interior + exterior; self driving &
electric cars impacts on parking + on street parking.
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: FAR - good; Make cars to parking optional;
More courtyard bldgs/dev.; Stacked units; Townhouses/rowhouses - yes; Impact of infill
on tree code (doesn't cover below R-5 - so lot splits kill protection).
Comments on Alternative Housing Options: Courtyard/townhouses - 2008 Toolkit is
great + still relevant; Rowhouses; CO-HOUSING; Micro-houses/apt. (250-500 SF); Houses
on wheels/skids for IKEA [indecipherable].
Additional Comments: Enjoyed the whole day! Thank you BPS for the hospitality & great
event!
Provided by Robin Harman (South Burlingame) via Public Comment Form on 1/21/16:
Comments on Narrow Lot Development: Builders are dominating conversations. Don't
forget - Neighborhood Context !!!
Provided by Robin Harman via email to Project Manager Morgan Tracy (BPS) on 1/31/16:
Dear Morgan Tracy,
I must express my gravest concern regarding the process and direction of the SAC, and
specifically the January 21st Charrette. Let us all remember that the primary goal as initially
stated was to protect treasured neighborhoods from incompatible infill, while accommodating
new residents.
Despite the flag-waving by staff of “we are staying on schedule!!” I fear that that builders are
hijacking the process to their own advantage.
The now wide ranging Draft Principles (many in direct conflict) have allowed the SAC to lose sight
of their primary goal. These principles must be order ranked to make this work. Otherwise,
how can you possibly regulate all 3 of these[?]
1) Produce building forms consistent with physical qualities common within specific
neighborhoods, and
2) Allow “reasonable “return for builder/homeowner - Who decides what is “reasonable”[?]
Builders have grown used to the huge profits made possible by code and market conditions –
that they are fighting tooth and nail to keep every penny.
3) Provide clear rules for development. As it now stands, a builder pulls out approved Plan 14,
and sticks it on lot 28, without respect to context of site or neighborhood. Yes, they are going to
have to do a little more work to respect current residents.
Scale
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By my reckoning, after intro and table reports, only 50 minutes was devoted to a hurried
discussion of scale. And each table had one emphasis (height, setbacks, bulk, etc).
So that means that 1 table, of only 6 people did most of the work on height? Is that right? These
“results” have little hope of addressing the issue of compatibility.
The discussions appeared to me like a wrestling match, with the louder, stronger builders
speaking most of the time and driving home their points. Those with quick and strong debating
skills got their way, and it seemed that the [moderators] were not able to engage the quieter
members of the group.
This was not on any sense of the word a thorough “group” discussion.
At table 1, two builders spoke 85 % of the time and spun all discussion to Principle # 7 (clear rules
for development), not maintaining Neighborhood character.
The rest of the table seemed bull dozed by the builders strong positions, and not once did I hear
“and how would this protect neighborhood character? How would this serve existing
residents[?]“
Builders fought for doing away with garages.
Why? People pay more for living space. I can show you photos of 100 homes with single garages
that work for that site.
How can you expect builders to give honest answers when it is taking profit from their pocket?
They are like children, threatening to stop building if they are not allowed to do as they please,
regardless of what is best for the neighborhood or city.
Can we build basements? Builder: Oh no too expensive. That’s not what buyers want. Untrue:
70 yr old well designed homes with basements are selling like hotcakes on our neighborhood.
Can we build smaller houses? Builder: We build what people want.
Untrue: Local folks would love to buy existing homes but are often outbid by developers with the
money taken from the last neighborhood they ravaged.
Most people don’t enjoy conflict, and it takes a lot of strength to stand up to these builders.
Current residents are not well represented, and pretty well out of the process.
Your initial charter mentions meeting at least twice a month. I encourage you to maintain your
allegiance to the original SAC purpose even if it takes another month or two to complete. My
hope is that you will not heavily weight the rushed and unclear “conclusions’ reported in the
charrette.
When would be the appropriate time for real public input? When there is more than the very
brief 10 minutes allowed?
I look forward to hearing from you.
Robin Harman

SESSION 5: ALERNATIVE HOUSING OPTIONS
SAC Charrette Session 5, Alternative Housing Options, will occur at SAC Meeting #7 on Tuesday,
February 2, 2016, 6:00pm to 8:30pm (1900 SW 4th Avenue, Portland, 2nd Floor – Room 2500).
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Post Meeting Clarification: Notes from Session 5, Alternative Housing Options, are included in
the meeting summary for Meeting #7.

END OF SUMMARY MINUTES
See below for Appendix 1: SAC Charrette Table Submittals
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APPENDIX 1: TABLE SUBMITTALS
Table 1: John Hasenberg, Rick Michaelson, Marshall Johnson, Vic Remmers, Teresa St. Martin,
Julia Gisler (BPS, Facilitator), Mark Raggett (BPS, Designer)
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Table 2: Eli Spevak, Mike Mitchoff, Sarah Cantine, Barbara Strunk, Brandon Spencer-Hartle,
Morgan Tracy (BPS, Facilitator), Marc Asnis (BPS, Designer)
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Table 3: Jim Gorter, Garlynn Woodsong, David Sweet, Rod Merrick, Emily Kemper, Tyler Bump
(BPS, Facilitator), Shem Harding (Deca, Designer)
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Table 4: Douglas MacLeod, Douglas Reed, Linda Bauer, Maggie McGann, Anne Pressentin
(EnviroIssues, Facilitator) David Hyman (Deca, Designer)
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Table 5: Tatiana Xenelis-Mendoza, Alan DeLaTorre, Mary Kyle McCurdy, Mike Mitch-off, Danell
Norby, Todd Borkowitz (BPS, Facilitator), Lora Lillard (BPS, Designer)
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